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Overview

• Part 1 - Introduction: What is Statistics? 

• Part 2 - Basic Concepts: Variables & measurement scales 

• Part 3 - Graphical displays & shapes of distributions

Part 2 Basic Concepts Independent Variables
• Most Psychology studies collect data in designed experiments 

• Experiments usually involve collection of data in various experimental 
conditions 

- conditions differ in terms of 1 or more independent variables 

- ideally, participants are randomly assigned to experimental conditions 

• Independent variables are manipulated by experimenter 

‣ e.g., conditions in memory experiment defined by: 

- type of items (faces vs words) being studied  

- time interval between study & test phases



Dependent Variable
• Dependent variables are the things that are measured and constitute the data, 

or results, that will be analyzed. 

• Designed experiments measure the effects of independent variables (X) on 
dependent variables (Y) 

- evaluates causal links between X & Y 

- what does it mean to say that X causes Y? 

- statistical idea of causality: when we intervene and change X, then the probability of 
Y occurring also is changed 

‣ e.g., smoking “causes” lung cancer even though not all smokers get cancer (and 
not all people with lung cancer are smokers)

Examples of dependent variables
P.W. Andrews et al. / Neuroscience and Biobehavioral Reviews 51 (2015) 164–188 175

Fig. 5. Total (intracellular + extracellular) serotonin content in different brain tis-
sues declines with chronic citalopram treatment. Gray bars represent 15 days
of  citalopram treatment (50 mg/ml) plus 2 days of washout. White bars repre-
sent 17 days of citalopram treatment (50 mg/ml). Black bars represent chronic
saline treatment. Acad = anterior cingulate cortex; NAc = nucleus accumbens;
CP  = caudate/putamen; dHC = dorsal hippocampus; vHC = ventral hippocampus;
Amy  = amygdala; PVN = paraventricular nucleus of the hypothalamus; DRN = dorsal
raphe nucleus; MRN = median raphe nucleus.
Reprinted with permission from Bosker et al. (2010).

(Mitchell, 2005). In healthy volunteers, a single dose of the SSRI
citalopram potentiates anxiety, while chronic treatment inhibits it
(Grillon et al., 2007, 2009). Similarly, acute and chronic paroxetine
treatments exert diametrically opposing effects on the excitability
of motor cortex (Gerdelat-Mas et al., 2005; Loubinoux et al., 2002).
Acute SSRI treatment stabilizes microtubule structure and poten-
tiates the hippocampal-PFC synapse, while the opposite effects are
seen over chronic treatment (Bianchi et al., 2009; Cai et al., 2013).
BDNF signaling is decreased with acute SSRI treatment, and chronic
treatment increases it (De Foubert et al., 2004; Khundakar and
Zetterström, 2006 ).

The opposing effects are theoretically important because the
acute effects are more likely to be due to the direct pharmaco-
logical properties of these drugs. That acute SSRI treatment has
widespread phenotypic effects is further evidence that they dis-
rupt energy homeostasis. Conversely, the opposing effects that
occur over chronic treatment are more likely to be due to the
brain’s compensatory responses that attempt to restore homeo-
stasis.

The opposing effects are difficult for the phenotypic plasticity
hypothesis to explain. As it is currently described (Branchi, 2011),
there is no reason to predict that chronic SSRI treatment should
reverse the phenotypic effects of acute treatment. Rather, the most
obvious prediction is that chronic treatment will exacerbate the
effects of acute treatment, simply because phenotypic changes have
more time to develop.

4.3. The mechanisms of symptom reduction

We  hypothesize that it is the brain’s compensatory responses to
SSRI treatment, rather than the direct pharmacological properties
of SSRIs, that are responsible for reducing depressive symptoms.
Others have suggested the symptom-reducing effects of SSRIs are
attributable to the brain’s attempts to re-establish homeostasis
(Hyman and Nestler, 1996 ). We  differ slightly in that we pro-
pose that the brain is attempting to restore energy homeostasis
rather than serotonin homeostasis. The return of extracellular sero-
tonin to equilibrium conditions is only one component of the
homeostatic response to the energy dysregulation caused by SSRI
treatment.

If our hypothesis is correct, SSRIs (and perhaps other ADMs)
could have opposing effects on depressive symptoms during acute
and chronic treatment. Efficacy studies usually do not report the
relative effect of ADMs over placebo on depressive symptoms dur-
ing the early stages of treatment. However, anecdotal evidence sug-
gests that symptoms often worsen before they get better (Haslam
et al., 2004). The anecdotal evidence is supported by two perti-
nent studies. In one placebo-controlled study, imipramine was less
effective than placebo during the first week of treatment (Oswald
et al., 1972). Imipramine only outperformed placebo over several
weeks of treatment. In another study, 30.4% of participants experi-
enced a worsening of depressive symptoms (defined as an increase
of five points or more on the Hamilton Depression Research Scale;
HDRS) within the first weeks of fluoxetine treatment (Cusin et al.,
2007). This is perhaps a surprising finding given the large placebo
effect in depression (Kirsch et al., 2008), which could obscure any
pharmacological effects that increase symptoms. Moreover, the
requirement that the increase be at least five HDRS points is strin-
gent since antidepressant drugs must only reduce symptoms by
three HDRS points more than placebo to be deemed clinically sig-
nificant in the United Kingdom (Excellence, 2004). Indeed, since an
increase in depressive symptoms is likely to have a Poisson distribu-
tion, the proportion of participants who  experienced any increase
in symptoms during early treatment is likely to have been much
higher.

The initial worsening of symptoms is theoretically important
because this is when the largest increases in extracellular sero-
tonin occur (Fig. 4). It is only over several weeks of treatment
that depressive symptoms reduce, during which the trajectory of
extracellular serotonin is declining from its peak value (Fig. 4).
That the therapeutic delay of ADMs might be related to the down-
ward trajectory in serotonin has been noted by other authors. In a
study involving Flinders Sensitive Line rats, the symptom-reducing
effects of chronic desipramine administration were associated with
a reduction in total (intracellular + extracellular) serotonin content
in PFC, hippocampus, and nucleus accumbens. The authors sug-
gested that “decreasing 5-HT levels in limbic regions is important
for the therapeutic effect of antidepressants” (Zangen et al., 1997,
p. 2482). Similarly, in a primate microdialysis study, extracellular
serotonin levels in the hippocampus and other brain regions grad-
ually returned to baseline over chronic treatment with fluoxetine.
The authors suggested that the brain’s compensatory responses
“may contribute to the therapeutic actions of this drug in human
depression” (Smith et al., 2000, p. 470).

In short, the upward trajectory in serotonin during initial ADM
treatment is often associated with a worsening of symptoms, while
the downward trajectory over chronic treatment is associated with
symptom reduction. This pattern can be explained by the energy
regulation hypothesis. The acute (direct) effects of SSRI treatment
disrupt energy homeostasis by exacerbating glutamatergic activ-
ity in frontal brain regions, which, according to the glutamate
hypothesis (Popoli et al., 2012), should worsen symptoms. The
brain develops compensatory responses over chronic treatment
that reverse the energy disruptions and reduce symptoms. Specif-
ically, both the reduction in the synthesis of serotonin and the
tonic activation of the 5-HT1A heteroreceptor act to reverse the
elevated glutamatergic activity induced by the direct effects of
SSRI treatment. If the 5-HT1A heteroreceptor is still activated as
extracellular serotonin returns to baseline over chronic treatment,
glutamatergic activity would fall below equilibrium conditions
(Fig. 3D), producing an actual antidepressant effect. We  therefore
explain the symptom reducing effects of ADMs as due to the brain’s
attempts to restore energy homeostasis. Alterations to the seroto-
nergic system are needed to accomplish this, but these alterations
cannot all be explained in terms of restoring serotonin homeosta-
sis.

Serotonin levels in cortical tissue. Figure 5 in 
Andrews et al, 2015, Neurosci & Biobehav Rev

! Bin interaction, Fð7 ;182Þ ¼ 6:97 ; p < :0001; f ¼ :31. The differ-
ence between days was largest in the initial bin

ðD ¼ 0:26; CI95% ¼ ½0:21;0:31&Þ, and declined to an average of
0.13, CI95% ¼ ½0:11;0:15& in the last three bins. Nevertheless, as
was the case with textures, the simple main effect of Day was sig-
nificant at each Bin (tð26ÞP 5:42; p < :0001 in all cases). Again,
the analyses suggest that there was more within-session learning
on Day 1 than on Day 2 for this group.

Inspection of Fig. 3 shows that average response accuracy on
Day 1 was significantly greater in the face condition than in the
texture condition ðCI95% ¼ ½0:02;0:16&; tð53Þ ¼ 2:49; p ¼ 0:015Þ.
On Day 2, average response accuracy also was numerically higher
for faces than for textures, but the difference between the groups
was not statistically significant ðCI95% ¼ ½' :03; :14&; tð53Þ ¼
1:24; p ¼ 0:22Þ.

The current results are consistent with previous reports that 40
trials per condition on Day 1 are sufficient to produce learning in
these texture- and face identification tasks (Hussain et al., 2005,
2009a).

3.3. Effects of reduced practice: texture identification

In this section, and the next, we compare response accuracy
measured in all groups on Day 2. These analyses addressed the
issue of whether any exposure to textures or faces on Day 1 im-
proved performance relative to the 0-trials groups, and whether
groups that received 1–10 trials per condition performed worse
than the 40-trials groups. Fig. 4 clearly shows that the 10- and
40-trials groups performed better than the 0-trials group. The
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Fig. 2. Proportion correct on Day 1 plotted as a function of trial number. Proportion
correct was measured for blocks consisting of 10 trials, and each point represents
the average taken across subjects. The solid line in each figure represents the least-
squares regression line fit to the data.
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Fig. 3. Proportion correct on Days 1 and 2 for the 40-trials groups in the face- and
texture-identification tasks. Each bin represents 105 consecutive trials. Error bars
represent ±1 SEM.
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Fig. 4. Top: proportion correct on Day 2 for all groups tested with textures. The data
have been divided into eight Bins of 105 trials each. The bins are numbered 9–16 to
differentiate them from the eight bins presented on Day 1. The symbols represent
average proportion correct. Error bars represent ±1 SEM. Standard errors were
nearly constant across bins. For clarity, therefore, only error bars in Bins 9 and 16
are shown. Bottom: proportion correct – averaged first across all trials and then
across subjects – on Day 2. Error bars represent ±1 SEM.

Z. Hussain et al. / Vision Research 49 (2009) 2624–2634 2627

Accuracy in a face identification task. 
Hussain et al, 2009, Vis Research.

Our experiments comprised two dimensions. First, we exam-
ined independently the effects of male age and sexual experience.
Second, we assessed the effects of age and experience on three
types of aggression: maleemale aggression in the context of
resource defence, and maleefemale aggression in the contexts of
forced copulation of teneral females and coercive matings with
recently mated females. Below we first detail our protocols for
manipulating male age and experience, and then present specific
methods for each of the three types of aggression.

Effects of Age on Aggression

As individuals age, they gain further experience. To separate the
effects of age and experience on aggression, we conducted two sets
of experiments. In the first set, we varied male age while holding
mating experience constant whereas in the second set, we
manipulated male mating experience while holding age constant.
In the experiments on male age, we used males that were 1, 4 and 7
days old (Fig. 1a). We housed these males individually in regular
food vials until the time of testing. Our previous work indicated
that males are sexually mature and have a high mating success and
fertility when they are 1 day old (Baxter et al., 2015b; Dukas &

Baxter, 2014). We used males that were 1e7 days old because this
represents a realistic age range for wild fruit fly populations. The
limited field data suggest a median life span of 3e6 days in
D. melanogaster (Rosewell & Shorrocks, 1987). In the similarly sized
antler flies (Protopiophila litigate), median life span in the field was
6 days (Bonduriansky & Brassil, 2002). Finally, in a few honeybee
field studies, median forager life spanwas 5e7 days (Dukas, 2008a,
2008b; Dukas & Visscher, 1994). We had to limit the number of
male age classes used because it was crucial that we conduct tests
of all age groups simultaneously due to day and time of day effects.

Effects of Mating Experience on Aggression

In the experiments on male age and aggression, we equalized
males' experience by keeping the males away from females prior to
testing. Age and experience, however, were positively correlated,
meaning that older males had been deprived of females longer than
younger males. We thus conducted another set of experiments in
which we manipulated males' experience with females while
keeping male age constant. On day 1, we randomly assigned newly
eclosed males into either an experienced treatment or a deprived
treatment. In the experienced male treatment, we added one 3-
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Figure 1. (a) Three treatments for the effects of age on aggression: males were 1, 4 and 7 days old when tested on day 8. (b) Mean þ SE aggression frequency per arena in the three
male age treatments (N ¼ 108 arenas, 36 per treatment). (c) The cumulative proportion of 1-, 4- and 7-day-old males that force-copulated with teneral females across a 120 min trial
duration (N ¼ 288, 96 per treatment). (d) The cumulative proportion of 1-, 4- and 7-day-old males that mated with recently mated females across a 240 min trial duration (N ¼ 165,
with 56 1-day-old males, 57 4-day-old males and 52 7-day-old males).

C. M. Baxter, R. Dukas / Animal Behaviour 123 (2017) 11e20 13

Aggression frequency in male fruit flies. 
Baxter & Dukas, 2017, Animal Behaviour

Examples of dependent variables include reaction time, response accuracy, number of items 
recalled in memory test, event-related brain potentials, heart rate, number of offspring, 

number of aggressive or affiliative behaviours, etc.

Hypothetical Recognition Memory Experiment

Retention Interval

short (1 minute) long (1 hour)

Study Items

faces

words

2 independent variables

2 levels on each 
independent variable

# of items correctly 
recognized during test

# of items correctly 
recognized during test

# of items correctly 
recognized during test

# of items correctly 
recognized during test

1 dependent variable measured in 4 
experimental conditions defined by 

combinations of independent variables

2 (items) x 2 (interval) factorial design

Correlational Studies
• Correlational studies measure the association between variables 

• Usually, the variables are not manipulated by investigator 

- each event/subject comes with own set of variables 

- but values on variables differ across events/subjects 

• Regression measures association between predictor & criterion variables 

- e.g., measure the association between annual income (criterion 
variable) and parent’s income, years of education, race, gender 
(predictor variables) 

• Correlation is not causation



Random Assignment

• In Psychology, designed experiments use subjects that also come with 
their own set of intrinsic characteristics 

• These characteristics (personality, motivation, intelligence, etc.) 
probably affect dependent variable 

• HOWEVER, whenever possible, subjects in most experiments are 
randomly assigned to experimental conditions 

• So, effects of subject differences should be UNRELATED TO EFFECTS OF 
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES 

- big advantage of designed experiments over correlational studies 

Between-Subjects Experimental Design

Retention Interval

short (1 minute) long (1 hour)

Study Items

faces

words

2 independent variables

2 levels on each 
independent variable

48 subjects randomly assigned to 1 of 
4 conditions (12 Ss per condition)

n = 12 Ss n = 12 Ss

n = 12 Ssn = 12 Ss

Random assignment reduces chance that 
observed differences among conditions are due 
to differences among subjects.

Within-Subjects Experimental Design

Retention Interval

short (1 minute) long (1 hour)

Study Items

faces

words

2 independent variables

2 levels on each 
independent variable

12 subjects: each subject is tested in 
all 4 conditions

n = 12 Ss n = 12 Ss

n = 12 Ssn = 12 Ss

Subject characteristics are the same in each 
condition (because each subject is tested in 
every condition)

Categorical vs. Numerical Variables
• Categorical variables typically have a few discrete levels: 

- sex (male or female); marital status (single, married, divorced); brain area (e.g., 
V1, V2, V5); profession; age (e.g., young, middle-age, elderly) 

- often, though not always, they lack numeric properties 

•  Numerical variables typically have many levels (e.g., reaction time, body weight, 
income, age (years)) though not always (e.g., number of offspring). 

- have obvious numeric properties: the levels are ordered, differences between 
levels are meaningful, etc. 

• In truth, “categorical” and “numerical” are at ends of a continuum 

- some variables possess both categorical & numerical properties 

- e.g., age, handedness



Between-Subjects Experimental Design

Retention Interval

short (1 minute) long (1 hour)

Study Items

faces

words

categorical 
independent variable

recognition 
memory accuracy

Note that ‘Retention 
Interval’ could be 
categorical or numeric 
independent variable

# of items correctly recognized is a 
numeric dependent variable

recognition 
memory accuracy

recognition 
memory accuracy

recognition 
memory accuracy

Measurement Scales
• nominal, ordinal, interval, & ratio 

• type of scale determines the kinds of mathematical operations (addition, 
subtraction, multiplication, division) and statistical methods that can be 
applied to the data to yield results that make sense 

• important to distinguish between 

- i) measurements of stimuli, subjects, & behaviour; 

- ii) psychological phenomena that underlie the measured quantities 

‣ e.g., the difference between sound intensity & loudness 

‣ e.g., the difference between light wavelength & colour

Nominal Scale
• Nominal (Categorical) Scale examples: 

- eye colour: blue, brown, green, etc. 

- gender: male, female 

- political party affiliation: Liberal, Conservative, NDP, None 

• Levels of nominal variable have no obvious numeric properties

Ordinal Scale
• Ordinal Scale examples: 

- age: child, adolescent, young-adult, middle-age, elderly 

- musical expertise: none, novice, amateurs, experts 

- Likert scales… Rate your response to “X”: 

‣ 1) strongly agree; 2) agree; 3) neutral; 4) disagree; 5) strongly disagree  

• Order of levels is meaningful 

• Differences between levels may not be meaningful



Saffir-Simpson Hurricane Scale (SSHS) 
example of ordinal scale Interval Scales

• Numeric variables usually with many levels 

• but, interval scales lack a true, meaningful zero: 

- e.g., time of day [zero point is arbitrary] 

- e.g., IQ [zero doesn’t imply zero intelligence] 

• consequently, differences between levels are meaningful: 

- difference btw IQs 100 & 105 is same as 115 & 120 

• but ratios are not particularly meaningful: 

- temperature: 10/5 deg C not equal to 40/20 deg C 

• Scores on most standardized psychological tests use interval scales

Ratio Scales

• Numeric variables: 

- reaction time (RT), proportion correct, body weight 

• ratio scales have a true, non-arbitrary ZERO on the scale 

• differences & ratios between levels are meaningful 

• addition, subtraction, multiplication, & division are valid 
mathematical operations

Physical vs. Psychological Measurement
• dependent variables often are indirect measures of psychological constructs 

- e.g., ratings of happiness vs. true, internal happiness 

• typically, we treat dependent measure as interval or ratio variable without 
assuming that psychological variable exists on interval or ratio scale 

• but then our conclusions are about the measure, not the underlying 
psychological variable 

- we operationally define the psychological variable as our measure 

- a person’s “happiness” is her self-reported rating of happiness 

• sometimes this limitation is OK, sometimes it is a problem 

- e.g., should we equate IQ with “intelligence”?



Part 2 Summary
• Variable types 

- independent vs dependent 

- predictor vs criterion 

• Data types: continuous vs discrete 

• Random Sampling & Random Assignment  

• Measurement Scales: nominal, ordinal, interval, ratio 

- type of scale determines mathematical/statistical operations that make sense 

- physical vs psychological measures 

‣ e.g., sound intensity vs loudness


